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Materials used:  
Chameleon Pens: GR4 – Evergreen,  RD5 – Burgundy, BK4 – Deep Black ,  
Chameleon Color Tops: RD2 – Coral Red, YG3 – Spring Meadow ., CG8 – Cool Gray 8 
Concord and 9th Perfectly Penned stamp set, The Ton Fresh Cut Poppies outline stamp 
set, pencil, ruler, eraser, Versafine Onyx black ink pad, Memento Tuxedo Black ink 
pad, Hero Arts Soft Pool, Tide Pool and Antiqua Shadow inks, Hero Arts Ultra fine clear 
embossing powder, heat tool, stamp positioning tool (MISTI), Neenah white 80lb card 
stock, Stampin’ Up! Basic Black card stock, Clear Wink of Stella pen, Nuvo Crystal 
drops in Ebony Black, Mini Ink Blending tool, Inkadinado masking paper 
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Instructions:  
1. Start with 5 ½” x 4 ¼” panel of white card stock and draw guide lines using 

pencil and ruler. Stamp the sentiment “we remember” using these guide lines 
using Versafine Onyx Black ink. Emboss it with clear embossing powder and 
erase the pencil lines 

.  

  

2. Stamp the poppy, stem and leaves using Memento in Tuxedo Black ink pad. Use 
masking paper when stamping the stem and leaves to mask portions of the flower and 
the stem.  
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3. Color the leaves and stem using Evergreen pen. Infuse the brush nib of the pen using 
Spring Meadow color top for 4 seconds, then infuse for 1-2 seconds using the toning 
medium chamber. Color one leaf, then repeat the process for the second leaf. For the 
stem use the bullet nip and infuse with the Spring Meadow color top for 1-2 second 
and color the stem. 

   

4. For the flower use Burgundy Pen and Red Coral color top. Infuse the brush nib of the 
pen for 3 seconds using the Red Coral color top, then infuse for 1-2 seconds using the 
toning medium chamber. Color the flower in sections, repeating the infusion process 
for each section. Color the center using Deep Black pen and Cool Gray 8 color top. 
Infuse the bullet nip for 1 second using the top and color the center. Use blender pen 
to lighten up the center.  
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5. Stamp the same images onto masking paper and cut them out. Trim the panel down to 
5” x 3 ¾” and mask off the flower.  
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6. Using ink blending tool and Soft Pool. Tide Pool and Antiqua ink pads apply ink to the 
panel. Then carefully remove the masking paper using tweezers. 
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7. Adhere the panel onto black card base using fun foam. Apply Clear Wink of Stella over 

the flower and add Nuvo drops. Let it dry. 

   

   

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com 
and on the website http://wwwchameleonpens.com and on Ilina’s blog at http://
ilinacrouse.com

http://www
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